Method of controlling pointer in mobile terminal having pointing device

Provided is a method of controlling a pointer, such as changing between a pointer mode for activating the pointer and a search key mode for deactivating the pointer, in a mobile terminal having a pointing device. The method of controlling a pointer includes detecting movement input by the pointing device; identifying whether the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode; if the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode, displaying the pointer by changing the current display mode to a pointer mode; identifying whether a specific key is input; and if the specific key is input, hiding the pointer by changing the current display mode to a search key mode. Additionally, if elapsed time measured after displaying the pointer exceeds a predetermined value, the display mode of the mobile terminal may automatically be changed to a search key mode.
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DESCRIPTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal having a pointing device, and more particularly, to a method of controlling a pointer, such as changing between a pointer mode for activating a pointer and a search key mode for deactivating the pointer, in a mobile terminal having a pointing device.

2. Description of the Prior Art

[0002] Computer input devices, such as a full alphanumeric keyboard and a mouse, are seldom used in a mobile terminal, such as a mobile phone and a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), due to their limited space. A simple button-type keypad is generally used as an input device of the mobile terminal. However, the keypad has a limited number of buttons and movement of a focus or a cursor (hereinafter, “focus”) being controlled in a display unit in response to a key input is limited also.

[0003] A touch screen, a scroll wheel, a touch pad, a trackball, and an optical jog wheel have been developed as input devices of the mobile terminal. Among these input devices, the touch pad, the trackball, and the optical jog wheel are pointing devices using a pointer similar to that of a mouse.

[0004] The pointing device controls movement of a pointer being displayed on a display unit according to a user input. The pointer may freely move with little restriction of a moving direction, unlike the restricted horizontal and vertical movement directions of a conventional focus. Therefore, the pointer correctly operates according to a user’s intention and improves a user’s convenience. However, the pointer may sometimes induce user confusion, because it may be used together with the conventional focus.

[0005] A display screen of the mobile terminal is much smaller than a monitor screen of a computer, and the focus and the pointer occupy a relatively large portion in the display screen of the mobile terminal. The pointer often covers a menu, content, or input characters displayed in the display screen of the mobile terminal, and thereby induces user inconvenience. Further, if the pointer and focus are displayed simultaneously in the display screen, visual confusion may be induced.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention has been made in view of the above problems, and the present invention provides a method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal having a pointing device that provides user-oriented operation of the mobile terminal by using a pointer mode for activating a pointer and a search key mode for deactivating the pointer, thereby decreasing user confusion and inconvenience.

[0007] The present invention further provides a method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal having a pointing device that enables a simple change of a display mode between the pointer mode and the search key mode.

[0008] A method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal having a pointing device for controlling the pointer in a display unit includes detecting movement input by the pointing device; identifying whether the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode; if the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode, displaying the pointer by changing the current display mode to a pointer mode; identifying whether a specific key is input; and if the specific key is input, hiding the pointer by changing the current display mode to a search key mode.

[0009] The method of controlling a pointer further includes before identifying whether the detected pointer movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode, identifying whether the current display mode is a search key mode. The method of controlling a pointer further includes after hiding the pointer, executing a function of the specific key. Preferably, hiding the pointer and executing the function of the specific key are performed simultaneously.

[0010] Preferably, the condition of changing a display mode is that a value of the detected pointer movement exceeds a predetermined value, or that the number of the detected movements exceeds a predetermined number within a predetermined period. The specific key is preferably a search key.

[0011] The method of controlling a pointer further includes starting time measurement while simultaneously displaying the pointer; identifying whether the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value; and if the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value, hiding the pointer by changing the current display mode to a search key mode. The method of controlling a pointer further includes identifying, after starting time measurement, whether a movement or a clicking of the pointer is detected by the pointing device; if a movement or a clicking of the pointer is detected by the pointing device, resetting the measured elapsed time; and restarting the time measurement.

[0012] A method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal having a pointing device for controlling the pointer in a display unit according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention includes detecting movement input by the pointing device; identifying whether the current display mode is a search key mode; if the current display mode is a search key mode, identifying whether the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode; if the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode, displaying the pointer by changing the current display mode to a
pointer mode; starting time measurement while simultaneously displaying the pointer; identifying whether the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value; and if the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value, hiding the pointer by changing the current display mode to a search key mode.

[0013] The method of controlling a pointer further includes if the measured elapsed time does not exceed a predetermined value, identifying whether the search key is input; and if the search key is input, hiding the pointer by changing the current display mode to a search key mode and moving a focus simultaneously. The method of controlling a pointer may further include if the search key is not input, identifying whether a movement or a clicking of the pointer is detected by the pointing device; if a movement or a clicking of the pointer is detected by the pointing device, resetting the measured elapsed time; and restarting the time measurement.

[0014] In the method of controlling a pointer, the condition of changing a display mode is preferably that a value of the detected movement exceeds a predetermined value, or that the number of the detected movements exceeds a predetermined number within a predetermined period, or that a value of the detected movement exceeds a predetermined value and the number of the detected movements exceeds a predetermined number within a predetermined period.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] The objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent from the following detailed description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a mobile terminal having a pointing device and a pointer according to the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a mobile terminal according to the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flow chart showing a method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; and
FIGS. 4A and 4B are flow charts showing a method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0016] Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the present invention are described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings. The same reference numbers are used throughout the drawings. Detailed descriptions of constructions or processes known in the art may be omitted to avoid obscuring the subject matters of the present invention.
to change its display form or to execute animation according to various situations.

[0023] The pointing device 130, such as an optical jog wheel, is formed with a center key surrounded by search keys 112, as in a conventional keypad. The technology of forming the pointing device 130 by replacing a portion of the conventional keys is well known in the art. In the pointer mode, the pointer 124 may move in the display unit 120 corresponding to movement of a user’s finger sliding on the pointing device 130, and entering, executing, and selecting a function may be performed by clicking the pointing device 130 at a desired position of the pointer 124. Although the pointer mode has been changed to the search key mode, the function of the center key may still be used in the same way. That is, if the user clicks the pointing device 130 in a search key mode, the center key performs its intended function of a confirmation key or a connection key for connecting to a service provider.

[0024] The control unit 140 controls general operation of the mobile terminal 100. In particular, the control unit 140 includes a mode control module 142 and a pointer control module 144. The mode control module 142 identifies the current display mode and a condition of changing a display mode corresponding to an input signal. The pointer control module 144 controls movement of the pointer 124 and displays or hides the pointer 124 corresponding to an input signal satisfying the condition of changing a display mode. Detailed conditions of changing a display mode are described later.

[0025] FIG. 3 is a flow chart showing a method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, and the pointer control method is described referring to FIGS. 2 and 3.

[0026] The pointing device 130 detects movement of a user’s finger, converts the movement to an electric signal, and outputs the electric signal to the control unit 140, in Step S210. A method of detecting the movement and converting to an electric signal may vary according to the type of the pointing device 130, however the technology of forming the pointing device 130 by replacing a portion of the conventional keys is well known in the art, and therefore detailed description is omitted here.

[0027] If the pointing device 130 detects the movement of a user’s finger, the mode control module 142 of the control unit 140 identifies whether the current display mode is a search key mode, in Step S220. In the search key mode, only the focus 122 is displayed in the display unit 120 and the pointer 124 is not displayed. In the pointer mode, the pointer 124 is displayed in the display unit 120 and the focus 122 is generally also displayed. However, the focus may not be displayed in some instances of the pointer mode.

[0028] If the current display mode is not a search key mode (i.e. if the current display mode is a pointer mode), the pointer control module 144 moves the pointer 124 corresponding to the values (for example, direction and distance) of the movement detected by the pointing device 130, in Step S230.

[0029] If the current display mode is a search key mode, the mode control module 142 identifies whether the movement detected by the pointing device 130 satisfies a condition of changing a display mode, in Step S240. The condition of changing a display mode may be set in various manners. However, the condition of changing a display mode must distinguish movement intended by the user for changing a display mode from other movement generated in normal operation. That is, the movement of a user’s finger generated in normal operation must not be identified as an intention of changing a display mode.

[0030] If a condition of changing a display mode is not satisfied, the process returns to Step S210 and the control unit 140 detects movement of a user’s finger again through the pointing device 130.

[0031] If a condition of changing a display mode is satisfied, the pointer control module 144 displays the pointer 124 in the display unit 120 by activating the pointer 124, and changes the current display mode to a pointer mode, in Step S250. The activation of the pointer 124 may be indicated as a slow appearance of the pointer 124 in the display unit 120.

[0032] After changing the current display mode to a pointer mode at Step S250, or after moving the pointer in a pointer mode at Step S230, the control unit 140 identifies whether a specific key is input by the key input unit 110, in Step S260. The specific key is a normal key or a function key assigned with a command for changing a pointer mode to a search key mode. For user convenience, the specific key is preferably formed close to the pointing device 130.

[0033] If a specific key is not input by the key input unit 110, the control unit 140 awaits further key input for operating the mobile terminal 100, in Step S290.

[0034] If a specific key is input by the key input unit 110, the pointer control module 144 hides the pointer 124 by deactivating the pointer 124 and changes the current display mode to a search key mode, in Step S270. The deactivation of the pointer 124 may be indicated as a sudden disappearance of the pointer 124 from the display unit 120.

[0035] According to the input of the specific key, the control unit 140 executes a native function of the specific key at the same time as hiding the pointer 124, in Step S280. That is, both changing a display mode and executing a function of the specific key are performed with a single key input, without a need to input two keys separately. The control unit 140 then awaits further key input for operating the mobile terminal 100 at Step S290.

[0036] FIGS. 4A and 4B are flow charts showing a method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[0037] In FIG. 4A, steps of detecting movement of a user’s finger by the pointing device 130, in Step S310; identifying whether the current display mode is a search key mode, in Step S320; and if the current display mode
is not a search key mode, moving the pointer 124, in Step S330, are identical respectively to Steps S210, S220, and S230 of FIG. 3, and therefore are not further detailed herein.

[0038] If the current display mode is a search key mode, the mode control module 142 identifies whether a value of movement detected by the pointing device 130 exceeds a predetermined value, in Step S340. The value of movement may be measured as a distance expressed by number of pixels (for example, 3 pixels).

[0039] If the value of movement exceeds a predetermined value, the mode control module 142 identifies whether the number of movements exceeds a predetermined number, in Step S342. For example, the mode control module 142 identifies whether the number of subsequent movements exceeds a predetermined number ‘5’. As another example, the mode control module 142 detects the movement periodically (for example, at 25 ms intervals) and identifies whether the number of movements exceeds a predetermined number (for example, 4) in a predetermined period (for example, within 0.1 seconds). The above examples are only for easier understanding, and the present invention is not limited thereto.

[0040] If the number of movements exceeds a predetermined number at Step S342, that is, if the conditions of changing a display mode are satisfied both at Steps S340 and S342, the pointer control module 144 displays the pointer 124 in the display unit 120 and changes the current display mode to a pointer mode, in Step S350. In another exemplary embodiment of the present invention, a new step replaces the Steps S340 and S342, such that if either of the conditions of the Steps S340 and S342 is satisfied in the new step, the condition of changing a display mode may be set such that the current display mode is changed.

[0041] The mode control module 142 starts to measure time while simultaneously changing the current display mode to a pointer mode and displaying the pointer 124, in Step S352, and identifies whether the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value, in Step S354. For example, the predetermined value may be set to 5 seconds.

[0042] If the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value, the pointer control module 144 hides the pointer 124 by deactivating the pointer 124 and changes the current display mode to a search key mode, in Step S370. Subsequently, the control unit 140 waits further input for operating the mobile terminal 100, in Step S390.

[0043] If the measured elapsed time does not exceed a predetermined value at Step S354, the control unit 140 identifies whether the search key 112 is input through the key input unit 110, in Step S360.

[0044] If the search key 112 is input, the pointer control module 144 hides the pointer 124 by deactivating the pointer 124 and changes the current display mode to a search key mode, in Step S372. If the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value is an automatic change function changing the current display mode to a search key mode, and changing the current display mode to a search key mode according to an input of the search key 112 is a forced change function of a display mode.

[0045] If the user inputs the search key 112 in a pointer mode, after hiding the pointer 124 and changing the current display mode to a search key mode, the control unit 140 moves a focus as a native function of the search key 112, in Step S380. Accordingly, the user does not need to perform one operation for changing the display mode and another separate operation for moving a focus.

[0046] If the search key 112 is not input at Step S360, the control unit 140 identifies whether another signal (i.e. a pointer movement or clicking) is input through the pointing device 130, in Step S362.

[0047] If a movement or a clicking of the pointer 124 is input through the pointing device 130, the control unit 140 resets the measured elapsed time, in Step S364, and restarts time measurement at Step S352. If a movement or a clicking of the pointer 124 is not input through the pointing device 130 at Step S362, the mode control module 142 continues to identify whether the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value at Step S354. That is, the automatic change function is performed only when movement is not detected by the pointing device 130 and the search key 112 is not input. The time measurement restarts whenever movement is detected by the pointing device 130, and the current display mode is changed to a search key mode if the search key 112 is input.

[0048] The method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal having a pointing device according to the present invention provides user-oriented operation of the mobile terminal and decreases user confusion and inconvenience by changing a display mode between a pointer mode for activating a pointer and a search key mode for deactivating the pointer. The pointer is displayed only when a user needs to use the pointer, and thereby confusion and inconvenience due to displaying both pointer and focus may be avoided.

[0049] The method of controlling a pointer according to the present invention provides a simple change of a display mode between a pointer mode and a search key mode by changing the current display mode to a pointer mode corresponding to movement detected by the pointing device and by changing the current display mode to a search key mode corresponding to an input of a specific key such as a search key. User convenience may further be increased by using a forced and an automatic change in a function of a display mode.

[0050] The method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal according to the present invention increases reliability of changing a display mode by distinguishing movement intended by the user for changing a display mode from other movement generated in normal operation.

[0051] The method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal according to the present invention enables both changing a display mode and executing a function of a
specific key with a single key input, without having to input two keys separately.

[0052] Although exemplary embodiments of the present invention have been described in detail hereinabove, it should be understood that many variations and modifications of the basic inventive concept herein described, which may appear to those skilled in the art, will still fall within the spirit and scope of the present invention as defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal having a pointing device for controlling the pointer in a display unit, comprising:
   - detecting movement input by the pointing device;
   - identifying whether the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode;
   - if the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode, displaying the pointer by changing the current display mode to a pointer mode;
   - identifying whether a specific key is input; and
   - if the specific key is input, hiding the pointer by changing the current display mode to a search key mode.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising identifying, before identifying whether the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode, whether the current display mode is a search key mode.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising, after hiding the pointer, executing a function of the specific key.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein hiding the pointer and executing the function of the specific key are performed simultaneously.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the condition of changing a display mode is that a value of the detected movement exceeds a predetermined value.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the condition of changing a display mode is that the number of the detected movements exceeds a predetermined number within a predetermined period.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the specific key is a search key.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   - starting a measurement of an elapsed time while simultaneously displaying the pointer;
   - identifying whether the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value; and
   - if the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value, hiding the pointer by changing the current display mode to a search key mode.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising:
   - identifying, after starting the time measurement, whether a movement or a clicking of the pointer is detected by the pointing device;
   - if a movement or a clicking of the pointer is detected by the pointing device, resetting the measured elapsed time; and
   - restarting the time measurement.

10. A method of controlling a pointer in a mobile terminal having a pointing device for controlling the pointer in a display unit, comprising:
    - detecting movement input by the pointing device;
    - identifying whether the current display mode is a search key mode;
    - if the current display mode is a search key mode, identifying whether the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode;
    - if the detected movement satisfies a condition of changing a display mode, displaying the pointer by changing the current display mode to a pointer mode;
    - starting a measurement of an elapsed time while simultaneously displaying the pointer;
    - identifying whether the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value; and
    - if the measured elapsed time exceeds a predetermined value, hiding the pointer by changing the current display mode to a search key mode.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising:
    - if the measured elapsed time does not exceed a predetermined value, identifying whether the search key is input; and
    - if the search key is input, hiding the pointer by changing the current display mode to a search key mode and moving a focus simultaneously.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising:
    - if the search key is not input, identifying whether a movement or a clicking of the pointer is detected by the pointing device;
    - if movement or clicking of the pointer is detected by the pointing device, resetting the measured elapsed time; and
13. The method of claim 10, wherein the condition of changing a display mode is that a value of a detected movement exceeds a predetermined value.

14. The method of claim 10, wherein the condition of changing a display mode is that the number of the detected movements exceeds a predetermined number within a predetermined period.

15. The method of claim 10, wherein the condition of changing a display mode is that a value of the detected movement exceeds a predetermined value and the number of the detected movements exceeds a predetermined number within a predetermined period.
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